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Level 3 Chemistry 2019

Standards 91390  91391  91392
 

Part A: Commentary
Candidates who achieved Excellence used Chemistry vocabulary with
confidence, and generally gave concise and specific explanations.  

Candidates need to be careful that they do not round their answers until the last
step of a multi-step calculation. 

It is important that candidates are familiar with the Level 3 Assessment
specifications.  The Level 3 external standards assume knowledge from the
Level 2 external standards.  In particular, candidates can expect that the 91391

91390:  Demonstrate understanding of thermochemical principles and the
properties of particles and substances ▾

91391:  Demonstrate understanding of the properties of organic compounds
▾

91392:  Demonstrate understanding of equilibrium principles in aqueous
systems ▾
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examination will include some of the reactions from 91165.

Part B: Report on standards

91390:  Demonstrate understanding of
thermochemical principles and the
properties of particles and substances
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

wrote electron configurations (s, p, d notation)

drew Lewis diagrams

named molecular shapes

recognised an anion has more electrons than its corresponding atom

stated a periodic trend in electronegativity

used enthalpy of formation data to determine an enthalpy change

identified intermolecular forces

identified an appropriate factor that can affect entropy changes. 

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

could not draw Lewis diagrams or identify molecular shapes

misunderstood the concept of electronegativity

could not calculate enthalpy changes

could not identify appropriate intermolecular forces

implied that bonds within molecules were broken when a molecule changes
state
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did not recognise the difference between exothermic and endothermic
reactions. 

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

explained why an anion is larger than its corresponding atom

explained periodic trends in electronegativity, but lacked some supporting
evidence

linked the shape and polarity of a molecule

explained the difference in theoretical and experimental enthalpy change
values

linked the type and strength of intermolecular forces to the boiling points of
different molecules

calculated enthalpy changes, but often had incorrect units, too much
rounding, or an inappropriate number of significant figures

explained the entropy change of either the system or surroundings. 

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

evaluated all factors that affect a periodic trend, including nuclear charge,
repulsion between energy levels (shielding), and distance between nucleus
and outer energy level

fully explained the shape and polarity of a molecule

calculated enthalpy changes, including appropriate unit and number of
significant figures

justified the difference in boiling points of a group of molecules in terms of
the relative strength of their intermolecular forces

justified the spontaneous nature of a reaction in terms of the entropy
changes of both the system and the surroundings. 

Standard specific comments

Although many candidates could identify the key reasons for the difference in
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boiling points between a group of molecules, they did not link their explanation
to all of the types of intermolecular forces present by explaining the similarities.
 It was also a common misconception for a molar mass difference of one to be
interpreted as causing a significant difference in boiling points.  Ultimately, the
difference in strength of temporary dipole attractions should be linked to the size
of the electron cloud. 

There was a common misconception regarding entropy changes associated with
an exothermic reaction.  Many candidates incorrectly stated that since the
reaction was exothermic and gives off heat energy, the system must have less
heat energy and therefore less entropy.  

Many candidates struggled to round their mathematical answers correctly, or
convert Joules to Kilojoules. The use of units was variable.   

91391:  Demonstrate understanding of the
properties of organic compounds
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

drew and named structural formulae

could identify appropriate chemical tests to distinguish organic molecules

completed at least one aspect of a reaction scheme

understood that optical isomers have a 3D arrangement

defined a hydrolysis reaction

drew the structural formula of a product from a hydrolysis reaction. 

 Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

could not name or draw structural formulae or functional groups

could not identify the four different groups that would be bonded to an
asymmetric carbon atom
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could not describe the process of distillation

could not identify appropriate reagents to distinguish organic molecules

did not understand the process of hydrolysis.

 Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

explained why distillation is used to obtain an aldehyde

explained how organic molecules could be distinguished using appropriate
reagents

drew 3D arrangements for enantiomers, and described how to distinguish
enantiomers

drew isomers based upon their chemical properties

explained either an acidic or basic hydrolysis reaction, and drew structural
formulae of the products

explained a condensation reaction and drew the repeating unit

devised aspects of a scheme that could convert a ketone to a diketone. 

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

identified two different functional groups on a molecule based upon
properties and reactions described

addressed all aspects of questions relating to structural formulae, reaction
types, conditions and/or reagents for various organic molecules and
reaction schemes

explained both acidic and basic hydrolysis reactions thoroughly with correct
reagents, conditions, and structural formulae of products

developed workable schemes to produce a specified organic product or
could accurately complete reaction pathways in the form a flowchart. 

Standard specific comments

Candidates are encouraged to show carefully which atoms are connected to
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which bonds.  This is particularly important when carbon is bonded to an – OH
group or when drawing 3D arrangements of enantiomers. 

Although many candidates were able to draw a comprehensive reaction
pathway for organic molecules on the back page of their booklet, they were
unable to then relate it accurately to the questions in the examination. 

Candidates are encouraged to consider more than one type of functional group
on a molecule or different pathways via which molecules can be converted to
other organic molecules.

 

91392:  Demonstrate understanding of
equilibrium principles in aqueous systems
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

wrote equilibrium equations and Ks expressions

completed one-step calculations

identified an appropriate indicator for a titration

recognised ions are required for a solution to conduct electricity

recognised that the pH of a buffer solution is not affected by the addition of
water

compared the ionic product with the Ks to determine whether a precipitate
would form. 

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

used incorrect formulae and equilibrium equations for calculations

could not write equilibrium constant expressions

used incorrect arrows in reaction equations
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could not calculate the solubility of an AB2 compound

could not identify the species in solution at the mid-point of a titration

confused a titration’s mid-point with its equivalence point

chose an inappropriate indicator for a titration

could not calculate the pH of a buffer solution

stated the pH of a buffer solution would change upon dilution. 

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

substituted values into appropriate formulae for multi-step calculations

explained how the formation of a complex ion will increase the solubility of a
sparingly soluble solid

selected an appropriate indicator for a titration based on its pKa and the pH
at the equivalence point

explained the correlation between acid strength and degree of electrical
conductivity. 

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

completed multi-step calculations, including appropriate dilution of solutions

used Le Chatelier’s Principle to fully explain how the formation of a complex
ion increases the solubility of a sparingly soluble solid, including a relevant
equation

used indicator pKa values to explain the individual appropriateness of a
range of indicators to a specific titration

explained the effectiveness of a buffer solution and the effect of dilution on
the pH of the buffer. 

Standard specific comments

Candidates using the Kb method for calculations typically made more errors. 
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Time should be spent on practising correct rounding. 

Greater use of comparative language in explanations, e.g. more/less than,
higher/lower than, would assist candidates to achieve higher grades. 
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